
Coaching for
Transition
This half day virtual group coaching course is designed with those at
career transition points in mind. Whether you are returning after time
out, stepping up from ST3 to
ST4, or preparing for consultancy - our coaches have developed a
bespoke programme that will help you to 
manage this transition with 
confidence and be at your best 
in your new role.

Dates for 2021/2:

October 11th
November 29th
January 25th
March 21st 

Limited spaces available
If interested email
londonpaediatricscoaching@
gmail.com

Hosted by the London School of Paediatrics



What is coaching?
Coaching helps us to envisage and achieve our true potential. Our highly skilled and professionally
accredited coaches will use a range of conversational and questioning techniques to help identify the
potential challenges in your impending transition and how these might be overcome.
 
Who is this course for?
Coaching can be particularly valuable at transition points in a career. Whether you are contemplating life as
a new ST4, returning after time out, or preparing for consultancy, this group coaching workshop is
specifically designed to support those preparing for a time of change in their career. We aim to help you
move forward with confidence, by helping you to understand how to be at your best.
 
What can I expect?
This bespoke course for paediatric trainees, hosted by LSP, will incorporate group and individual coaching
as well as some taught elements, where an understanding of coaching models and theory are felt to be of
practical benefit for day to day use. Previous attendees have found the peer support of other trainees to be
an additional valuable aspect of this course.
 
You can expect three hours of dedicated group coaching time delivered over Zoom, with pre and post
course materials to supplement your learning and personal development and a certificate of attendance for
your E-portfolio.

Gain a clear understanding of your areas of comfort and familiarity - and your areas of challenge and
potential concern for the transition that is happening
Explore your own work-life balance and have the opportunity to consider any areas of change or
development which might be useful as you navigate this transition
 Understand some useful models of theory about workplace dynamics which can contribute to and
undermine resourcefulness and capability in the moment
 Develop your own model and felt experience of being at your best under pressure
 Understand how you can become derailed from a resourceful state and develop strategies to offset this
 Understand how to asses when to rely on your own experience and knowledge and when to seek input
from others
Secure useful and practical ideas both for challenging your own assumptions and those of others
Take away some powerful self- coaching questions to help with maintaining a positive, resourceful and
solution-focused approach during times of challenge and pressuret

Learning Objectives

How can I book a place?
Places are limited so please apply early.
New dates for 2021/2 will be available to book from 6th September 2021 through the LSP website. 
Please email londonpaediatricscoaching@gmail.com if you would like further information.

 
We look forward to welcoming you soon!


